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NEW QUESTION: 1
Both virtual machines are powered on.
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

B
D
C
A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
An administrator has noticed a large increase in bittorrent
activity. The administrator wants to determine where the
traffic is going on the company network.
What would be the administrator's next step?
A. Click on the bittorrent application link to view network
activity.
B. Create a global filter for bittorrent traffic and then view
Traffic logs.
C. Right-click on the bittorrent link and select Value from the
context menu.
D. Create a local filter for bittorrent traffic and then view
Traffic logs.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
In the list of top applications, we can see that bittorrent is
very popular. If you now click into the link for the bittorrent
application, bittorrent is applied as a global filter and the
display in the ACC pivots to show information on the
application, users who accessed the application, and the
details on the risk level and characteristics of the
application.
References:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/70/panorama/pano
rama_adminguide/
monitor-network-activity/use-case-monitor-applications-using-pa
norama
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